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Overview



LGBTQ+ folx do no not typically see accurate, 
non-stereotypical representations of themselves in 
contemporary media. Through adapting Connor 
Rodenbeck’s poetic short story “SOAK” into a devised 
creative production, LGBTQ+ folx will have access to 
media that portrays the queer experience in a 
truthful, authentic, and human way.

Abstract



Impact
● Conversations with LGBTQ+ DU students revealed that there are few spaces 

for folx to gather and celebrate. 
● Societal shifts during COVID-19 have made it more difficult to find and 

participate in queer communities. 
● This project begins to rebuild those spaces of expression through artistry, 

improvisation, and collaboration in a practice known as devised theatre.
● This creative project aims to converse with other queer art as part of the 

trajectory of queer representation in contemporary media and attitudes 
toward LGBTQ+ people.



utilizes improvisation activities within an 
ensemble to design a performance. Through 

discussion, ensemble improvisation, voice and 
body work ensemble members will become 

embodiments of the characters they portray.

Devised Theatre



Our Creative Methods

Pre-Production
Assembling production 

team, meetings, common 
vision, preliminary designs

Production Process
Auditions, casting, image 
work, building moments, 

character analysis, building 
tech designs

Dress Rehearsals
Bringing everything together, 

making final touches, 
preparing for final 

performances

Performance
Culmination of work; sharing 

art with our community; 
ensemble connection
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Scenic

















Costumes





Pale Boy



Sunflower Girl



Lightning Boy



Lighting



















Directing



Movement based, storytelling, 
dream-like

Design playing a large part in 
how the story is told; unique; 
design to enhance the impact 

of the text

Embracing all of the senses 
especially in sound

Levels in set design

Projections of some imagery 
mentioned

Projections of some imagery 
mentioned

Color of lights to help indicate 
character perspective

Characters’ masks to match 
their names (ex: sunflowers, 

lightning)

Some realism within the 
abstract





Performances
Friday, May 28th and Saturday, May 29th at 7pm

Byron Theatre

Email madalyne.heiken@du.edu for details and to RSVP

mailto:madalyne.heiken@du.edu


Thank You!


